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Farmer. Mineralogical Society Monograph 4, 1974. MineralogicalSociety,4lQueen'sGate,London SW75HR. x + 539
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CRYSTALLINE
S O L I D S . B y D u n c a n M c K i e a n d C h r i s t i n e not quite come off, it was a good try. The authors should take comM c K i e . P u b l i s h e di n G r e a t B r i t a i n b y T h o m a s N e l s o n a n d S o n s ; fort in the reviewer's expressedhope that future
editions will get
in USA by Halsted Press, Wiley, New york, 1974. x + 62g closer to his high expectations
pages $17 75.
J. D. H. DoNNey
Both authors are lecturers in mineralogy and petrology at the
Uniuersitb de Montbal
University of Cambridge. The book comprises two parts. part I at_
and McGill Uniuersitv
tempts to cover a broad field, which encompassesnearly all of
crystallography sensuoasto. Part ll, only one-fourth as long, deals
with unrelated material pertaining to thermodynamics, phase Part II
diagrams, and experimental methods ofanalysis and synthesis(It is
In part II of the book Crystalline Solids, the authors have
being reviewed separately by Dr. R. F. Martin). This text is in_
focused on topics of relevanceto the mineralogist and the material
tended for mineralogists and like-minded scientists: its aim is to
scientist,"whose interestsare generally similar." The four chapters
"provide a physical understanding rather than a rigorous
cover the thermodynamic basis of mineral equilibrium, the indevelopment." After reading some 400 pages I am impressed by
terpretation of phase diagrams, the determination of composition
the eleganceof the language, but stunned by the large number of
of phases,and the experimental methods of synthesisand of testing
misprints, inaccuracies,errors, and points to which I must take ex_
for the attainment ofequilibrium. The authors endeavor to cover
ception.
these broad fields succinctly, presenting only the essentialsof the
On the plus side can be noted: two departures from the British
matter. They succeedparticularly well in their "no-frills" presentatradition in discarding the Miller rhombohedral axes in favor of
tion of the thermodynamic basis of phase equilibria. The interplay
the Bravais-Miller hexagonal axes and accepting the concept of
between thermodynamic and structural properties is well brought
symmetry directions in a lattice, a useful innovation in Weber sym_
out, as in the discussion of polymorphism between diamond and
: luutwl, skilful and extensive use
bolism [UVIW)
of the
graphite. Few typographical errors have crept into these chapters;
stereographic projection (particularly to describe X_ray methods),
the most serious involve the definition of specific heat at constant
t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n o f t h e c o n c e p t o f s p a c eg r o u p o f a l a t t i c e , a
volume (p 471) and,the formulation of an equation for the comcourageous stand for the b-unique setting of monoclinic crystals,
bustion of graphite (p. 478). More bothersome, however, is the unthe quality of the last three chapters in part I (Crystal chemistry,
even treatment given many topics. For example, the authors ilCrystal physics, Crystal optics), good line drawings and excellent
lustrate solution calorimetry by discussing in detail one very specific
half-tone reproductions, and-this too must be acknowledged_ a
case, in which "the calorimeter is filled with 856.0 g 20.1 perceirt
valiant attempt at integrating all of crystallography in a single
(wt percent) HF" (p. 468). Similarly, a discussion of mineral
volume.
separation and silicate-analysistechniques(p. 558-560)is presented
The text, however, is poorly organized, repetitious, convey_ in terms
that are overly specific to the examples chosen. In coning its message-one might say-by successiveapproximations.
trast, very few applications are provided where theoretical binary
It is chatty, diluted, and padded. Lengthy figure legendsrehash tex_ or ternary phase
diagrams are discussed.The discussion ofordertual explanations. The coverage, meant to be elementary, often
disorder involves no reference to a mineralogical example.
lapses into the superficial-what with the authors continually
Polymorphism is treated in a one-component system, without the
p o i n t i n g o u t t h e m a n y t o p i c s t h e y c o n s i d e r . . o u t s i d et h e s c o p e , , '
complications that arise in nature, where the coexisting phasesvery
flippantly announcing "we do not propose to work laboriously
often do not possessidentical compositions. Liquid immiscibility is
through the derivation" or superciliously avoiding ..tedious
dismissedas it is "not nowadays considered to have frequently exdetail." Main shortcomings are the following: failure to recognlze erted any significant
influence on the crystallization of minerals
crystal morphology, lukewarm endorsement of the reciprocal lat_
from melts in nature" (p. 533). Students of the petrogenesisof cartice, shunning of vector algebra, faulty logic, clumsy terminology,
bonate, oxide, and sulfide liquids might contest this evaluation.
conflicting symbolisms and-particularly deplorable in a text rn_
The authors simply leave out other topics of direct interest to the
tended for students-no historical perspective.
earth scientist. The need to consider independent variables other
The book also suffers from a lack of feel for basic conceots: than P and 7, in replacement processes,
for example, is not
observations, assumptions, definitions, principle, law of nature.
covered. Open systems,so common in many geological situations,
..as_
These terms are used in a very disturbing way (on p. 461):
are not treated either. Possibility of metastable growth of diamond
sumptions known as laws," "the laws of thermodynamics being
and other high pressure phases outside their field of stability in
empirical assumptions," "the zeroth law . . . is an important prin_
nature is not properly evaluated. Liquids are said to crystallize at
ciple." Mistaking a definition for a principle is not a novel
the liquidus, where an infinitesimal amount of solid appears; no
p h e n o m e n o n ;" N e u m a n n ' s P r i n c i p l e , 'i s t h e m o s t n o t o r i o u s e x a m _
mention is made of the supercooling necessaryto induce nucleaple. Like the so-called "law of symmetry," it was exploded as early
tion and growth, or of the importance of diffusion and nonas l9ll in G. Friedel's LeEonsde Cristallographie (p.31), but it is
equilibrium processes attending growth in the interface region.
still taken seriouly in some books, including the one under review
Partition coemcients governing distribution of trace elements
(p. 36s).
among solids and applications to geothermometry should have
The book was printed in Great Britain; typography and
been covered briefly in a book ofthis type. These modifications of
bookrnaking are up to the best standards. Thejacket offers a puz_
part II would increasethe relevanceof the text, at least for students
zle in symmetry: twelve brightly colored circles on the froni are
of natural processes.As it stands, the book tells the student how
reflected on similarly colored circles on the back. The mjrror exists
pure crystalline solids should behave in the laboratory, without
for color only. These circles randomly carry stereogramseither of
giving him enough of a foretaste of the complexities imposed by
the symmetry elements or of the general form in six out of the
Nature.
seven holohedries: only the triclinic is left out. (Not bad for people
R. F. Mnnrrr
who boast of not being interested in morphologyl) If the text did
McGill Uniuersity

